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~   Nova Scotia Chapter Newsletter  ~ 
 

Another successful
conference with 273 people
registered from all over
Canada, including
representation from 3 of our
twinning countries. For 
people in the medical
industry the conference
actually started the day
before with their “New Team
Workshop”. On Friday the
CHS and the AHCDC
(Association of Hemophilia
Clinic Directors of Canada)
held an all day Medical and
Scientific Symposium some
of the topics discussed in
great detail was the
standards of care and the
history about the creation of 
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the standards of care, and 
various tools that are currently 
being utilized to assess the 
quality of life of people with 
bleeding disorders. They had 
numerous guest speakers that 
covered a wide spectrum of  

CHS announces a new President  

Eric Stolte shoes are 
going to be hard to fill. 
Eric has implemented 
many positive changes 
for CHS, and has 
maintained the CHS 
vision from day one. At 
the CHS Banquet that 
was held on Saturday 
night at Rendez- Vous 
Quebec in May, Stolte 
sadly announced his 
stepping aside. He 
spoke about his time as 
president of the CHS, 
the changes that have 
taken place, and the 
future direction of CHS. 
He also spoke about his 

Successor, our new CHS president, 
with Pride. He assured us that he is 
100% confident that we are being left 
in fantastic hands. Pam Wilton will 
be stepping up as the new CHS 
president. Pam brings a wealth of 
knowledge and experience to her  

new role. Pam, like us, 
has a child with 
hemophilia and started 
by “getting involved” with 
her local society. Years 
later she is our new 
president. I had the 
opportunity to spend 
time with Pam at our 
family weekend in July, 
in my opinion; she has 
the drive and 
determination to take 
CHS to the next level. 
 
Congratulations to Pam 
and Eric, good luck with 
future endeavors – you 
will be missed and your 
contribution did make a 
difference.  

topics. Friday night the Youth 
Group held there meeting to 
discuss numerous topics, but 
for others, it was a night to a 
take a stroll through old 
Quebec, socialize and have 
dinner with old friends from 
across the country. On 
Saturday, we were early to 
rise again and in sessions by 
8:30am Sessions included  
everything from fundraising, 
volunteer recruitment, 
carrier’s workshop, Hep C 
consumer’s information, to 
navigating your way through 
the ER department.  

Continued on Page 9 
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President - Sandy Watson 
Vice President - Peter Wilson 
Secretary - Katie Hines 
Treasurer - Steven Glazebrook 
 

 
Communications & Newsletter  

Diane Cunning 
 

Fundraising Representative 
Diane Cunning 

 
Maritime Family Weekend 2007 

Sonia Watson 
 

Youth Representative  
Peter Wilson 

 
Medical Liaison  

TBA 
 

Industry Liaison  
Sandy Watson 

 
Recognition 

Sandy Watson 
 

International Development  
(ie Sri Lanka) 

TBD 
 

Childrens Summer Camp 
Peter Wilson and Katie Hines 

Letter from the President… 

Welcome back to our third edition of Bloodline. There has been a lot of
activity since the last release of our news letter. Events included the
Nova Scotia Chapter 2007 Annual General Meeting, National Conference and
Annual General Meeting, workshops ranging from fundraising to national
youth committee to von Willebrand disease, Maritime Family Weekend,
Maritime Adventure Camp, attendance at the New Brunswick Annual General
Meeting, and the 2007 Pumpkin Regatta. There has been a tremendous
amount of effort by all to make these events occur and I thank each and
everyone for their tremendous support, without which, our society would
not exist as it does today. In light of these successes, there has
disappointment that the trial in the Ontario Superior Court of Justice
against one company and four individuals involved in the manufacturer,
licensing and distribution of Armour's H.T. Factor VII did not resulted
in any convictions. As with any challenge that we face in our daily
lives, we continue to move forward as individuals and as a society. 
As a society, there have been a number of initiatives that have sparked
the interest of many including the "Dare to Dream" fundraiser and the
release of the "All About Carriers" book. In many aspects, the society
on the provincial and national levels are moving in a positive direction
for all affected with bleeding disorders, in consonance with the
mission, vision, and strategic objectives of CHS. At the provincial
level we have interacted with Canadian Blood Services and will continue
to foster additional initiatives, especially in the areas of
communications. We are reviewing areas for improvement. As we identify
each, strategize on plans to correct and improve. As with many of the
endeavors of a volunteer led and run organization, each initiative will
take time and the support of our volunteers. In terms of our Chapter's outlook for 
the next few months, we have the popular Annual Curl for Hemophilia event on 17 
November at the CFB Halifax Curling Club as well as a semi-annual general 
meeting on December 2nd at the Enfield Fire Hall. After these events, the holiday
season will be upon us. The Chapter executive and Director's, my family and I 
wish the very best to all. 
 
Until next time .... 
Sandy 

Friendly reminder …. 
 

If you have access to email, please register with us for an 
electronic version of “Bloodline”. This will reduce costs and is  
environmentally friendly. Another option is you can also obtain  
an electronic version of “Bloodline”, on the Canadian 
Hemophilia Society website located at www.hemophilia.ca 
under  “Provincial Chapters – Nova Scotia’.  
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Its funny, every newsletter
that I have done so far, I have
struggled on what to do for 
the editorial. This edition was
no different. As I was scrolling
through removing articles,
replacing them with new ones
I think I found the perfect
editorial for this edition.  I am
actually extremely ashamed
and embarrassed to admit
this, but I know I know I am 
not alone. I do not personally
make monetary donations to
our cause, as a matter of fact,
I do not make monetary
donations to CHS at all…
shameful really considering
the massive impact
Hemophilia plays in my day to
day life, not to mention my
sons life. I donate lots of
volunteer time, and I donate
time to fundraising for the  

EDITORIAL 

             

Pumpkin Regatta a huge success !!!! 
 

It was perfect to decorate the float and
the pumpkin. The kids had a blast 
cleaning out the pumpkin, as a matter
of fact – they did most of it.  The 
adults were decorating the float, the
cub, talking an having fun. We had the
float all lined with bails of hay, a huge
bin of apples were donated by Wims
brother and sat at the end so we could
easily get at them to pass out during
the parade. We also had a bin of
approx. 400 stuffed dinosaurs, an
amazing donation from Bayer. Wim
finally decided he needed to get a
hold of his “boat” to make sure it
would float he carved it to a thin 2”. 
Our pumpkin initially was 380 lbs, and
once the kids and Wim were done
with it, I think it may have only
weighed about 100 lbs.  We ordered
out pizza to feed the hungry crew,
then started to paint our pumpkin – for 
first timers, I must admit, everyone did 
fantastic!! After a super long day
preparing for the regatta, it was time
to go home and get some well needed
rest at 9:00 pm. 

We were up, ready to go, and back 
at the barn by 10:30am. We had to 
run to the other side of Windsor and 
get the table all set up for our books, 
education material and our sucker
pull. Then back to barn just in time 
for the parade to start. It was a huge 
success. We had about 35 people 
from our chapter and their families. 
Our float looked fantastic, we had 2 
children’s wagons being hauled 
behind the float holding additional 
apples to hand out, grandmothers, 
aunts, friends and children were 
seated on the hay on the float 
waving and tossing out "Bayers" 
Dinosaurs. The dinosaurs were a 
HUGE success, people were 
talking,  pointing, noticing CHS NS 
Chapter !! We had about 15 people 
“running” behind the float handing 
out booklets on CHS and the NS 
Chapter, handing apples out to as 
many as we could, while the 
dinosaurs were flying everywhere. 
Continued on Page 5 

Wow…I’m not sure where to even 
begin describing our first annual 
pumpkin regatta that was held in
Windsor, Nova Scotia on October 
14th. It was overwhelming, the
amount of people that attended
this year. Last year was 40,000. I
can only presume we had many
more than that this year. The
regatta actually started the day
before for many of us. We met up
initially at the Dill farm in Windsor
to pick out our pumpkin that we
will be decorating and that Wim
would be paddling. We looked at a
few, one in particular was pointed
out to us, but it just “didn’t feel
right” to Wim, so the search went
on. In no time Wim found his 
perfect pumpkin. Danny hauled it
up to the barn, cleaned it out a
little for us, and  we were on our
way ! The Shaw’s had arranged
for us to put our float and our
pumpkin in a barn over at the
exhibition grounds, 

Program and donate on 
a monthly basis. My 
intentions were always 
good, and I always 
“meant to” but then life 
would just happen, and I 
would get busy and 
forget. Its not like I have 
1 cent left over after all 
my monthly expenses 
but somehow I do find 
money for small things – 

So why can’t I for this??  
At the last National 
Fundraising Council meeting 
last July in Toronto, I was 
shocked to hear how low our 
overall numbers are for 
individual enrollment into this 
important and vital  program 
for all of us. Well publicly in 
this editorial I commit to start a 
monthly contribution to CHS 
through the Monthly Giving 
Program. Anyone else that is 
interested in giving on a 
consistent basis, and even as 
little as $10.00 per month just 
has to contact the NS Chapter 
@ (902) 482-4054 or via e-mail at 
nshemophiliasociety@hotmail.com 
or at www.hemophilia.ca 
Remember we are all in this 
together, and every dollar 
counts !!! 
This editorial is of my opinion 
only.   Til next time… Diane ☺ 

Nova Scotia Chapter, and 
CHS and these both are 
extremely important BUT I 
do not contribute through 
our Monthly Donation 
Program. Honestly, it has 
only occurred to me a few 
times since being involved 
with the NS Chapter and 
with CHS on a national 
level that I should enroll 
into the monthly giving 
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Family 
Weekend 
July 2007 

This year our family weekend 
was held at Saint Mary’s 
University. We stayed in 
Dorm apartments, which had 
2 separate bedrooms. We all 
arrived early on Saturday 
morning and we were treated 
to a continental breakfast and 
were able to socialize with 
others who we have not seen 
since the last hemophilia 
gathering. It was great seeing 
everyone and catching up. 
After breakfast our sessions 
commenced. The first 
presentation was from Sue 
Ann Hawes with “Back to the 
basics”. A good reminder and 
overview of  important 
Hemophilia facts. After lunch 
we returned to a detailed 
genetics presentation from 
Nadine and Aiden.  They 
reviewed how hemophilia is 
inherited through he X gene, 
therefore 100% of daughters  

her very first official presentation. 
It was an enjoyable weekend. The 
smaller kids had the opportunity to 
see the older kids infuse 
themselves; ( picture on left of 
myself, My son Mackenzie and 
Ronnie) socialize with others that 
have a bleeding disorder, played, 
made crafts and watched a movie. 
A few of the older ones attended 
some of the presentations. 
Saturday ended with a boat cruise 
on “Theodore Too”. The weather 
was great, it was educational and 
the kids loved it. The kids all 
received a “Theodore the Tug 
Boat” coloring and activity book 
and lots of memories. 
So where is family weekend next 
year??  That is yet to be 
determined, and perhaps there 
may be a survey or two go out to 
assist with 2008 planning…more 
to come… and see you at next 
year’s family weekend !! 

Of a man with hemophilia will be 
carriers but yet there is only a 
25% chance of a son to have 
hemophilia if his mother is a 
carrier. Families can have 
genetic testing done if they are 
interested. Bayer and Baxter 
also both did a comprehensive 
overview of their factor 
products. CJ had a very 
informative presentation around 
joints, bleeds and other bleeds 
into many areas of the body. 
She also commented on the fact 
that “spontaneous bleeds” 
maybe not so “spontaneous”. 
That specialists may be  leaning 
towards the fact that some type 
of trauma must have occurred to 
cause this type of bleed. The 
medical presentations were 
interesting and captivating. 
What made this family weekend 
even more special was that our 
new CHS president Pam Wilton 
was able to join us and gave 
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It was amazing !!! Everyone was 
having a fantastic time. Once the 
parade part was over, a few went 
over to assist Wim in getting in the 
pumpkin, and getting it in the water. 
The rest of us went to our table 
where people were gathering around 
as they seem the “infamous” 
dinosaurs displayed. We were selling 
the remainder of the dinosaurs for a 
small donation of 5.00 or you could 
also win a dinosaur with our sucker 
pull. This was our first time in the 
regatta so we wanted to tread 
carefully around fundraising. Next 
year we are now going to expand our 
fundraising at the regatta. A loud 
voice came over the area 
announcing that the regatta was 
starting. It was hard to distinguish 
who was who in the pumpkins from 
this side of the lake as it was quite a 
distance. About 5 minutes into the 
race we could see our “Factor Man” 
rowing at a steady pace. We all 
watched in amazement as Wim 
paddled in to the dock. This year was 
the largest race yet with  48 
competitors in total and Wim came in 
11th place – fantastic for his first time 
rowing this awkward round pumpkin 
across the lake.  Not to mention that 
he beat the former Boston Bruins 
players, Bob Sweeney and Cleon 
Daskalakis, a local politician, and 
many others dressed up in fun 
costumes. The rain held off for most 
of the day but toward the end of the  

race the sky opened up and the 
rain fell hard. Everyone was 
running for shelter, and their dry 
vehicles. We quickly packed up the 
table, and Wim and I went over to 
disassemble the float. I gave him a 
big hug, and together we said “We 
did it”. I can’t wait until next 
year….planning has already 
started. Oh by the way, the person 
who won the race is a local, Leo 
Swinimer Sr. 73 years old !!!  5 
time champion who announced his  
retirement from the regatta this 
year.  
I want to also say a huge thank 
you, to so many people, that 
without them this regatta would not 
have been what it was. The 
Shaw’s and their family, Sandy/ 
Sonia & family, Michelle/Freddy & 
family, Gail, and of course last but 
definitely not least the Peter family. 
Especially Wim for agreeing to 
listen to me on the phone last year 
when I came up with this crazy 
idea, and even better to say “I will 
do it”. Jane, Pauline and hopefully I 
am not forgetting anyone, if I am 
please forgive me – it’s been a  
long couple of weeks ☺  
So mark your calendars now, for 
the second Sunday in October to 
be in Windsor, Nova Scotia for our 
second annual pumpkin regatta for 
CHS Nova Scotia Chapter !! 
Only 359 days until Oct 12, 2008 !!  

Pumpkin Regatta Continued 
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Maritime Adventures 
Camp 2007 

 
Maritime Adventures Camp 2007 
was held the last week of August.  It 
was a Huge Success!  It was held at 
the Salvation Army Campground in 
Thorburn for its third consecutive 
year.  We had 39 campers in total 
plus 15 of our own staff and no 
bleeds.  Our programming was off 
the charts with this year being our 
first year of self programming.  The 
kids enjoyed recreational sessions 
throughout the day as well as a 
nurse’s educational session and fun 
themed meals.  We also had special 
themed afternoons including a visit 
from Mr. Big and a Casino Challenge 
and the kids got to take a trip to 
Hogwarts to enjoy an afternoon at 
the school for witches and wizards.  
Amongst heated and enthusiastic 
campfires every evening before bed, 
we also had special activities in the 
evenings such as an auction, a 
Kangaroo court, an overnight, and a 
dance on the last night to end the 
week with a lovely display of 
fireworks.  I am very excited for next 
years camp as we will be celebrating 
our camps 5th anniversary and the 
plans have already begun.  Anyone 
interested in being on my camp 
committee, parents particularly, but 
anyone in general, please contact 
me.   
Katie Hines 902-883-6650  or 
email me at 
nshemophiliasociety@hot 
mail.com  
  

 

AIR TRAVEL AND NEW SECURITY MEASURES 
 
August 15th, 2006, Montreal – According to information obtained from Transport Canada’s Civil Aviation Communications Center, 
people with bleeding disorders can continue to transport their clotting factor concentrates in their carry –on baggage in Canada. 
Clotting factor concentrates fall into the category of “insulin and other essential non-prescription medication”. It is more advisable 
than ever to carry a physician’s letter that states: 1} Name of patient and product being carried 2} fact that diluents water, needles 
and syringes are required to infuse the product 3} That the person needs to carry the product at all times for medical reasons 4} for 
reasons of asepsis the product must not be opened until needed. 
For more detailed information please go to  www.catsa.gc.ca 

Semi AGM / Christmas Party 2007 
Sunday December 2nd 

Enfield Fire Hall, Enfield, Nova Scotia 
If you are not currently on my mailing please contact me ASAP to 
be able to receive further information /registration package for this 

event. 
Katie Hines  902-883-6650   or  email me at  

nshemophiliasociety@hotmail.com

These are 2 photos from 
2007 Camp. To see 
more photos, camp 
updates/news etc. on 
past summer camps and 
2007 camp please visit 
our website at: 
www.maritimeadventure
scamp.ca  
See you in 2008 !!! 
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WORD FIND 
 

 
N G D G N F F N E D I I M M T Y V W F W 
M O C E I O I A I N N L A K L L W I F B 
S W I B S E I A C H E E E S R U N L T O 
G O R T T M G T E T R G U V J C L L R Q 
Y I C O C N O R A T O O Z N B O D E A V 
N S R I O I I P S L E R S D D N E B U L 
U P M S A T R D R N U H Z A R C T R T H 
C G E O A L O T A E C G T J E E A A E S 
M D C N T O W T S B S C A H H N T N L U 
A A C N L P U O C N Q S Z O C T I D E O 
E E N B E C M H R V O O I R C R P Z T N 
T A I R B J D Y L K D C X N A A I N A E 
Y O E U D V E S S E L S O I C T C T L V 
L R S S Z Y Z Q D E Q A F S J E E I P A 
P R O F E S S I O N A L S Y A S R S U R 
S E I R A L L I P A C E E Z N V P S S T 
O X N M Z C Y K L O K A P R O N O U O N 
S R E I R R A C C G Q I A C F C Y E J I 
O W R L C C K D T L X I F W E W R V W Z 
G I L J G E N L F Y R Q T C A V C C U E 

 
 
 

 BLOODSTREAM    CONCENTRATES   
 INTRAVENOUS    COAGULATION 
 NURSE     CHS 
 PLATELET    CARRIERS 
 PROFESSIONALS   CAPILLARIES 
 PROTEIN    FACTOR 
 SOCIALWORK    DESMOPRESSIN 
 SUBCUTANEOUSLY   DIAGNOSED 
 SYMPTOMS    FIBRIN 
 TEAM     GENE      
 TISSUE     CYKLOKAPRON 
 VASOCONSTRICTION   INHERITANCE 
 VESSELS    CRYOPRECIPITATE 
 WILLEBRAND 
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Curl For Hemophilia !!! 
            Saturday, November 17th 2007    

12pm – 6pm 
CFB Halifax, Windsor Park,  Halifax 

Pledge Sheets Are Available, Contact me. 
   Katie Hines  883-6650 or email 
nshemophiliasociety@hotmail.com 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

When my son was first diagnosed, I was like a sponge trying to
figure out exactly what hemophilia was and what I had to do, and
what his life would be like being impacted by this. I was reaching
out in various directions. In my many net searches I found a
website that has been so helpful. I was surprised to hear that there
are a few more people out there that have never heard of her 
before. I am talking about the author Laurie Kelley. 
www.kelleycom.com. I discovered her website on the internet and
ordered a bunch of books. There are books for each age group,
books that I can read to my son, and books for parents raising a
child with hemophilia.. She doesn’t charge anything for shipping,
and Canadians can order them directly on her website. Laurie’s
son was diagnosed approx. 18 years ago, and Laurie found that
there wasn’t really much out there for patients,  hence; LA Kelley
Communications was created. Laurie is now a recognized world
leader in patient education around bleeding disorders. She travels
the globe providing speeches and educating individuals about all
areas of hemophilia and other bleeding disorders.  
I hope that you all will get as much use out of her website and her
books as I did, and to this day continue to do so.  
 
 

National Canada Wide 
fundraising program 

 
(The Billiewhizzle Hunt) 

 
 

We are delighted to inform you that the Bilingual 
Story Colouring Book project is moving ahead as 
planned. As you are aware, this year we will be 
printing 2 distinct colouring books: The Billiewhizzle 
Hunt, a new story about cats and the importance of 
friendship that can be sold throughout the year 
including the holiday season, and a re-print of 
Brimbelhorn’s Surprise, which has a holiday 
theme. The Bilingual Story Colouring Book project 
is an important Canada-wide fundraising initiative for 
the entire organization. Colouring Books will be 
sold for $10 each.  
If you know of any events, have ideas on selling the 
books, or wish to sell them independently please 
contact Dianna Cunning at 902-681-8700. I may be 
contacting individuals separately requesting their 
assistance in selling these books.  

(Brimblehorn’s Surprise) 

Books for adults and children with bleeding 
disorders 
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VWD in Women: Raising Awareness, Changing 
Lives 

October 26th to October 28th 
Von Willebrand Workshop – Montreal, Quebec 

A workshop for women affected by 
Von Willebrand disease was held in 
Montreal from October 26th to 
October 28th.  The workshop was a 
huge success with contributions from 
all members affected by VWD.  
Women from across Canada were 
given the opportunity to share their 
experiences and contribute their 
thoughts on how we can start to 
raise awareness about the most 
common bleeding disorder affecting 
both men and women.  
The workshop kicked off with a panel 
discussion.  The panel contained 
three people who shared their 
experiences with VWD and how the 
diagnosis changed their lives. Dr. 
Rochelle Winikoff provided an 
informative presentation on the 
history of VWD, and the different 
types, as well as the appropriate  
treatment for each different type.   
We learned that treatment to prevent 
is more effective than treatment after 
a bleeding episode so proper  

diagnosis is imperative. We 
learned tips on effective public 
speaking from toastmaster Teri 
Kingston.  Teri provided 
informative tips on engaging the 
interest of our audience. 
The weekend workshop was 
organized by CHS Program 
Coordinator, Clare Cecchini.  
Patricia Stewart did a terrific job as 
Chair.  Joanna Halliday, Ania 
Szado, and Shelly Mountain also 
did a wonderful job putting together 
the workshop.  We were given 
excellent presentation material, as 
well as helpful reference material.  
This weekend would not have 
been the success it was with out 
the hard work of the people 
organizing the event.  
I am a carrier of hemophilia.  
Before this weekend I knew that 
Von Willebrand disease was a 
bleeding disorder, but I realized at 
the workshop that I had more to 
learn as well. I was shocked to

learn the parallels I see between 
VWD and carriers of hemophilia.  I 
did not realize how serious VWD is 
until I heard people living with the 
disease, share their (at times 
horrendous and life threatening) 
experiences.  After attending this 
weekend I look forward to getting 
the information out to the public.  
It is serious but there is also 
treatment, and with treatment there 
is hope. 
If you are interested in obtaining 
more information on VWD or being 
a volunteer please go to the 
www.hemophilia.ca website, or 
contact your chapter.  The Nova 
Scotia number is 902-482-4054.  I 
would be happy to lend you any of 
the reference material we received. 
For specific medical information 
please contact your doctor. 
 
Sonia Watson 
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The Canadian Hemophilia Society 
is delighted to announce the 
launch of our exciting and 
innovative national signature event 
- Dare to Dream for Hemophilia.  
This event will capture the spirit 
and excitement of racing, promote 
safe driving, raise funds and 
awareness for people living with 
inherited bleeding disorders, and 
help us fund the search for a cure. 
You could end up at the wheel of a 
Formula 2000 Racing Car! Gear up 
and help fuel the fight against 
Bleeding Disorders! 
Individuals form the bulk of our 
driving force that helps us fuel the 
fight against bleeding disorders.  
Dedicated individuals who have 
the determination, commitment 
and energy to drive hard, and raise 

pledges will make Dare to Dream for 
Hemophilia a success....and much 
more fun! 
Register on-line at 
www.idaretodream.ca and raise 
pledges by asking friends, family, 
colleagues, and acquaintances to 
support you in your efforts.  The on-
line fundraising campaign aspect will 
permit each participant to create a 
personal fundraising web page with 
text and a photo or  logo, and launch 
a fundraising campaign by e-mail. 
For every $100 that you raise, you 
gain an entrance ballot in our draw.  
The more you raise, the higher your 
chances of winning the ultimate 
experience -testing your limits behind 
the wheel of a Formula 2000 Racing 
Car at the "Bridgestone  
Academy"  Race Car Driving school.  

Driving school. You are 
automatically guaranteed to 
fulfill your racing dreams, by 
raising a minimum of $5,000 in 
pledges ($7,500 - if  you need 
travel and accommodation as well) 
for the Canadian Hemophilia 
Society.  Other great prizes are 
available for various reward 
levels.   Why not make it a group 
activity and ask your friends and 
family members to register 
themselves too! 
As a part of the driving force 
for Hemophilia everyone wins! 
 

Find out more at:  
www.idaretodream.ca 

You can join our driving force and help us...."Stop 
the Bleeding" 

Au Revoir, Not Good-bye 
 
After 20 years of  “treading life’s path” with the patients, families and fellow clinic staff of the IWK Health Centre 
bleeding disorders clinic, I’m putting myself out to pasture on Dec. 28/ 07.  Working with your community has been a 
pleasure.  In fact, I enjoy it so much, that I’m staying involved with CHS, on the Program Committee and the Board.   
Back to the path that I mentioned, we met at diagnosis, traveled through the ups and downs of learning the signs and 
treatments of bleeds; of making decisions about prophylaxis treatments and healthy activity choices, of starting the 
kids on the road to independence and, all along the way, we celebrated great achievements within each one of your 
families.  At many clinics, I thought that we should have the producers from the Comedy Network on hand, as laughter 
is such a large component of how Maritimers look at life.   
It’s been a pleasure knowing all of you, and I look forward to seeing you at CHS events or, probably, at a Tim’s along 
one of our scenic routes. 
 
All the best, 
Maureen 
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MOVING ??? 

Name:       _________________________ 
Telephone:     _________________________ 
 
New Address: __________________________ 

         _________________________ 
Telephone:   __________________________ 
E-Mail:      __________________________ 

Return to: 
 

 
Nova Scotia Hemophilia Society 
3 Ferris Drive, Dutch Settlement 

Nova Scotia  B2S 2C9 
You can also contact us by telephone or email. 

PHONE: (902) 482-4054  
E-MAIL: nshemophiliasociety@hotmail.com 

 

 

Youth Group 
 

Any youth ages 17 – 25 
interested in joining our 
Youth Group please contact 
me. 
We are planning Weekend 
Retreat in May or June of 
2008 in Thorburn NS. 
Katie Hines  883-6650 or 
email me at 
nshemophiliasociety@hot
mail.com  

   

 

Nova Scotia Chapter Constitution  Update 
 
Almost there. The discussions regarding a constitution for the Nova Scotia 
Chapter of the Canadian Hemophilia Society were in full swing at the Annual 
General Meeting. Progress has been steady and a comparison of other 
constitutions is underway. The formalization of the organization in itself is 
another milestone to ensure that as we raise our profile within the province, 
the corporate facets are in place to allow greater transparency of our 
operations and the know-how of running the organization in an approved 
manner. More to follow on this one but the elephant is being devoured one 
bite at a time.

Easter Basket Fundraising campaign 
 

For the second time, we had a large fundraiser with the help of Royal Bank, 
selling Easter baskets tickets at 5 Royal Bank Branches. Each branch received 
their own Easter basket valued approx. $130.00 each and tickets were sold 
over a 3 week period. Total amount raised was $1600.00. Royal Bank Central 
has been a supporter of raising funds for the Nova Scotia Chapter. There is 
another fundraiser being planned again with RBC with selling the colouring 
books, hopefully it will be in at least 5 RBC branches but potentially more. 
Easter basket Winners are as follows: New Minas Branch: Joan Pemberton, 
Wolfville Branch: Connie Harris, Kentville Branch: Goldie Pick   Coldbrook 
Branch: Patricia Lloyd, Windsor Branch:  Betsey Harwood (someone I didn’t 
know, and who was remarkable and gave her basket to Mackenzie Cunning, 
my son.  

Rendez Vous Quebec 
(Continued from page 1) 

A Board of Directors meeting was 
also held and Katie Hines provided 
updates on behalf of Nova Scotia 
Chapter.  

We welcomed Pam Wilton as our 
new president and look forward to 
working with her.  The weekend 
was a definite hit ! See you next 
year !!! 


